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7 ABSTRACT: Platinum electrode cyclic voltammograms show
8 features at low potentials which correspond to adsorption/
9 desorption processes on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) facets
10 that have traditionally been ascribed to hydrogen adsorption.
11 The 100 and 110 associated features exhibit a dependence on
12 pH beyond the expected Nernstian shift. Herein we use
13 density functional theory (DFT) to explain these shifts. We
14 examine the specific adsorption of hydrogen, hydroxide, water,
15 and potassium onto the low index facets of platinum, Pt(111),
16 Pt(100), and Pt(110). In support of a growing body of
17 evidence, we show that the low potential features which
18 correspond to adsorption/desorption on Pt(100) and Pt(110)
19 contain contributions from the competitive or coadsorption of
20 hydroxide. This allows us to simulate cyclic voltammograms for Pt(100) and Pt(110), as well as Pt(111), which match
21 experimentally measured cyclic voltammograms in a pH = 0 electrolyte. Furthermore, we find that potassium cations can
22 specifically adsorb to all three low index facets of platinum, weakening the binding of hydroxide. As potassium-specific adsorption
23 becomes more favorable with increasing pH, this allows us to explain the measured pH dependence of these features and to
24 simulate cyclic voltammograms for the three low index facets of platinum which match experiment in a pH = 14 electrolyte. This
25 has significant implications in catalysis for hydrogen oxidation/evolution, as well as for any electrocatalytic reaction which
26 involves adsorbed hydroxide.

27 ■ INTRODUCTION

28 Adsorption of hydrogen (H+) and hydroxide (OH−) onto
29 platinum electrodes forms reactive surface intermediates
30 involved in many electrocatalytic reactions, including hydrogen
31 oxidation and evolution,1−4 oxygen reduction and evolution,5−7

32 CO oxidation and stripping,8−11 and methanol oxidation.8,12

33 However, the thermodynamics of hydrogen and hydroxide
34 adsorption onto platinum in an electrochemical environment,
35 as examined by cyclic voltammetry, are still debated. Changes
36 in pH give an unexplained shift in the thermodynamics of
37 hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption, beyond the Nernstian shift
38 expected due to the change in concentration/activity of
39 hydrogen and hydroxide. In this work we examine the effects
40 of pH and the presence of a specifically adsorbed alkali metal
41 cation, potassium, on the adsorption of protons, hydroxide, and
42 water onto platinum electrode surfaces.
43 Polycrystalline platinum electrodes show three pronounced
44 features in cyclic voltammograms within the 0−0.5 VRHE

45 (reversible hydrogen electrode) range.4,13 A series of single-
46 crystal electrode cyclic voltammetry studies, including the three
47 low index platinum facets, have facilitated assigning these peaks
48 to the 111, 100, and 110 facets, and they are typically referred
49 to as hydrogen adsorption/desorption features.4,14−16 Higher-
50 order facets can readily be deconvoluted to contributions from

51flat 111 terraces and contributions from 100 and 110 steps.16,17

52The width of the terrace in the higher-order facets has only a
53minor effect on adsorption, though there are subtle differences
54in the shape of low potential features between 110 steps on
55high-order facets with wide terraces,17 those with short terraces
56(Pt(211)18), and the low index Pt(110) facet.14,15 Ultrahigh
57vacuum studies support this deconvolution to contributions
58from steps and terraces on higher-order platinum facets, at least
59for hydrogen and oxygen adsorption.19−21

60While these low potential features in cyclic voltammograms
61on platinum have traditionally been thought to be due to
62hydrogen adsorption/desorption, a growing body of evidence
63strongly suggests that hydroxide adsorption also contributes to
64these features on all platinum surfaces except for Pt(111) (and
65111 terraces). This competitive or coadsorption of hydrogen
66and hydroxide on Pt(100), Pt(110), and Pt steps seems
67intuitive given the expected stronger binding of hydrogen and
68hydroxide to these lower coordinated surfaces. The Feliu
69group22 has previously used the coadsorption of H and OH on
70platinum steps to explain the magnitude and shape of these low
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71 potential features measured in acid.22 CO displacement
72 experiments, which give a significantly lower potential of zero
73 charge for stepped platinum surfaces than for Pt(111), further
74 corroborate this competitive adsorption, suggesting hydroxide
75 adsorption can occur at lower potentials on steps than on
76 Pt(111).23−28 Rigorous thermodynamic analyses performed by
77 Garcia-Araez et al.15,29 and Goḿez et al.14 show that these
78 features can be deconvoluted into contributions from hydrogen
79 adsorption and contributions from hydroxide adsorption on
80 Pt(100) and Pt(110) electrodes.
81 Recent density functional theory (DFT) calculations have
82 shown that the free energy to dissociate adsorbed water to
83 coadsorbed hydrogen and hydroxide is positive on Pt(111) but
84 negative on Pt(100), Pt(110), and Pt steps,30−32 showing it is
85 thermodynamically favorable to coadsorb hydrogen and
86 hydroxide on these surfaces. Kolb et al. showed stronger
87 binding for H, OH, and water on the Pt(100) step edge and
88 stronger binding for OH on the Pt(110) step edge relative to
89 Pt(111), though they neglect the effect of coadsorbed water,
90 which would act to stabilize adsorbed OH and further promote
91 water dissociation.33 In contrast to these findings, Karlberg et
92 al. use DFT to model cyclic voltammograms for hydrogen
93 adsorption on Pt(111) and Pt(100) electrode surfaces that
94 match experiment well, even though hydroxide competitive
95 adsorption on Pt(100) is neglected.34 The involvement of
96 hydroxyl adsorption in these low potential features, therefore,
97 remains unclear.
98 The low potential features measured by cyclic voltammetry
99 on Pt(100), Pt(110), and Pt steps show a dependence on pH
100 beyond the expected Nernstian shift,4,17 which has yet to be
101 explained. The broad peak associated with hydrogen adsorption
102 on Pt(111) is relatively pH independent, experiencing only the
103 Nernstian shift corresponding to the change in concentration of
104 protons, leaving the peak unaltered on a RHE scale.17 van der
105 Niet et al. showed that, on well-defined single-crystal
106 electrodes, the low potential feature on stepped platinum
107 electrodes is at a lower potential in acid than in base on an RHE
108 scale (where the Nernstian shift is already accounted for).17

109 The low potential feature for facets which contain (110) or
110 (100) steps both shift by ∼10 mVRHE/pH unit.17 The broad
111 low potential peak on Pt(111) remains unchanged by pH,
112 though the high potential (111) associated hydroxide
113 adsorption peak changes shape between an acid electrolyte
114 and a basic electrolyte.17 A similar trend was seen previously in
115 phosphate-containing electrolytes with polycrystalline plati-
116 num.13 Sheng et al. find identical results with polycrystalline
117 platinum, showing two sharp low potential peaks, presumed to
118 correspond to adsorption on Pt(110) and Pt(100), which shift
119 almost linearly with pH.4 This non-Nernstian shift is important
120 to catalysis, as the location of these peaks on the relative
121 hydrogen electrode scale correlates with the rate of the
122 hydrogen oxidation reaction. A CV peak shift to more positive
123 potentials by ∼0.15 V on increasing the pH from 0 to 13
124 correlates with a roughly 2 orders of magnitude decrease in the
125 hydrogen oxidation/evolution reaction rate, when compared to
126 the rate measured in acid in an operating PEM fuel cell under
127 conditions free from mass transfer limitations.4,35,36

128 This sub-Nernstian shift has so far gone unexplained. van der
129 Niet et al. proposed that, in alkaline media, relatively more
130 hydroxide may be adsorbed than in acidic media, that the
131 electrosorption valency of hydroxide may not be unity, or that a
132 low coverage of oxygen may be coadsorbed with hydroxide,
133 giving this peak its experimentally measured pH dependence on

134an RHE scale.17 It is unclear, however, why the electrosorption
135valency or ratio of adsorbed hydroxide to adsorbed oxygen
136would be pH dependent. Sheng et al. suggest that the shift of
137these low potential peaks with pH could be due to coadsorbed
138or competitively adsorbed hydroxide but provide no insight
139into why this competition should be pH dependent on an RHE
140scale.4 Sheng et al. assumed this shift was a direct measure of
141hydrogen binding energy but provide no explanation as to why
142the binding strength of hydrogen on Pt(100) or (110) would
143depend on pH.4 One possible explanation for this shift with
144pH, not considered previously, is the presence of specifically
145adsorbed alkali metal cations on the electrode surface as the pH
146is increased, as alkali cation specific adsorption becomes more
147favorable relative to proton adsorption with increasing pH.
148Alkali metal cation specific adsorption onto platinum
149electrodes has only limited direct experimental evidence,
150though recent density functional theory efforts show their
151adsorption is favorable at high pH and low potential onto
152Pt(111),37,38 Pt(100), and Pt(110).38 Indirect experimental
153evidence includes radiotracer studies showing sodium and
154cesium adsorption from alkaline solutions onto platinum
155electrodes39 as well as studies showing their coadsorption
156with various anions, including (bi)sulfate40−43 and cyanide,44,45

157supported by direct STM imaging and DFT calculations.44−48

158Nanogravimetric electrochemical experiments show the specific
159adsorption of cesium at low potentials in a sulfuric acid
160electrolyte as well as its coadsorption with (bi)sulfate.49,50 A
161building body of evidence suggests the presence of alkali metal
162cations effects a variety of electrochemical reactions, including
163hydrogen oxidation and evolution,51,52 methanol oxidation,51,53

164formate oxidation,54 ethylene glycol oxidation,55−57 CO
165oxidation and stripping,58,59 oxygen reduction51 and evolu-
166tion,60,61 and CO2 electroreduction.62 It has been unclear,
167however, whether these effects occur due to specific cation
168adsorption or influence from nonspecific adsorption of cations
169in the electrochemical double layer.
170Herein, we use density functional theory to examine the
171specific adsorption of hydrogen, hydroxide, water, and
172potassium onto Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) electrode
173surfaces. We find that hydrogen binds more strongly to
174Pt(100) and Pt(110) electrodes than to Pt(111), in contrast to
175experimentally measured cyclic voltammograms which show
176desorption from Pt(110) at potentials lower than the
177corresponding peak on Pt(100) and intermediate to the
178broad peak seen with Pt(111). We then show that adsorption
179of hydroxide is also much more favorable on Pt(100) and
180Pt(110) than on Pt(111) and would occur within the
181traditional “hydrogen adsorption region” on stepped platinum
182surfaces. This lends concrete thermodynamic evidence to
183support that these low potential peaks measured on stepped
184platinum surfaces in cyclic voltammetry correspond to the
185competitive adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide. While we
186only investigate the low index facets of platinum, a significant
187body of electrochemical results suggest that the behavior of
188higher-order platinum facets and polycrystalline platinum
189electrodes can be at least roughly deconvoluted into
190contributions from the low index facets.4,16,17

191Furthermore, we find that potassium cations can favorably
192adsorb to low coverages on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) and
193could compete with hydrogen adsorption in high pH
194electrolytes. We find specifically adsorbed potassium has no
195effect on the adsorption energetics of hydrogen but a significant
196effect on the adsorption of hydroxide. The effect matches the
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197 pH dependence of these low potential peaks measured on
198 stepped or polycrystalline platinum electrodes. As the pH is
199 increased, not only is a countercation such as potassium added
200 to the electrolyte but also the absolute potential of the
201 electrode is lowered, thereby making the reductive potassium
202 specific adsorption more favorable, increasing its coverage on
203 the surface. Coadsorbed potassium disrupts the solvation of
204 adsorbed hydroxide, destabilizing the surface hydroxide and
205 driving the adsorption peak measured in cyclic voltammetry to
206 higher potentials at higher pH. We compare our results with a
207 significant body of both computational and experimental work,
208 including prior DFT simulations and both electrochemical and
209 UHV surface science studies.

210 ■ METHODS
211 Computational Details. Density functional theory (DFT)
212 was used to probe the specific adsorption thermodynamics of
213 hydrogen, hydroxide, potassium, and water onto Pt(111),
214 Pt(100), and Pt(110) electrode surfaces. Electronic structure
215 calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio
216 Simulations Package (VASP),63−65 using a plane-wave basis
217 set and the Perdew−Wang (PW91) exchange-correlation
218 functional.66 The Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) approach
219 was used to describe the ion−core interactions.67,68 A 5 × 5 × 1
220 Monkhorst−Pack mesh69 was used to sample k-space for the 3
221 × 3 and 4 × 4 unit cells, and 7 × 7 × 1 mesh was used for the 2
222 × 2 unit cells. The cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis set
223 was 450 eV, and the structural optimization was complete when
224 the magnitude of the forces on the atoms was less than 0.02 eV
225 Å−1. The DFT energies are converged to within 0.03 eV with
226 respect to the k-space sampling mesh and the plane-wave cutoff
227 energy. Dipole corrections were included in all surface
228 calculations in the surface normal direction (LDIPOL =
229 TRUE, IDIPOL = 3). The experimentally measured Pt lattice
230 constant of 3.92 Å was used.70 All surface calculations used a 4-
231 layer slab, with the bottom two layers frozen during
232 optimization. An adsorption site preference analysis was
233 performed for each adsorbate alone on each surface at 1/9
234 ML (in the 3 × 3 unit cell). Results are given in Table S1 of the
235 Supporting Information. K* preferred the 3-fold hollow site on
236 all three facets. H* preferred the FCC site on Pt(111) and
237 bridge site on Pt(100) and Pt(110). OH* preferred atop sites
238 on Pt(111) and Pt(110) and bridge sites on Pt(100). OH* was
239 also modeled with coadsorbed water, with results given in the
240 section “Surface solvation and adsorbed water”. Bader charge
241 analysis was performed using the implementation developed by
242 the Henkelman group.71−73

243 Calculating Equilibrium Adsorption Potentials. The
244 procedure for calculating the equilibrium adsorption potentials
245 for alkali metal cations, hydrogen, and anion adsorption has
246 been described previously37,74,75 and is reviewed here.
247 The adsorption reaction for an aqueous cation, including a
248 proton and potassium ion, can be written as a reduction
249 reaction

* + + → *+ −eC Caq250 (1)

251 where * represents a bare surface site, Caq
+ and C* the solution

252 phase and surface adsorbed cation, respectively, and e− an
253 electron from the electrode. Similarly, the adsorption of an
254 anion such as hydroxide can be written as an oxidation reaction

* + → * +− −eOH OHaq255 (2)

256where OHaq
− and OH* represent solution-phase and adsorbed

257hydroxide, respectively. The Gibbs free energy changes for each
258adsorption reaction as a function of electrode potential on an
259absolute scale are

Δ = − * − + | |*
+

+G U G G G e U( )ads
C

abs C C absaq 260(3)

Δ = − * − − | |*
−

−G U G G G e U( )ads
OH

abs OH OH absaq 261(4)

262for reactions 1 and 2, respectively. ΔGads
C+

(Uabs) and

263ΔGads
OH−

(Uabs) are the free energy changes for each respective
264adsorption reaction, GC* and GOH* the free energy of adsorbed

265cation and adsorbed hydroxide, GCaq
+ and GOHaq

− the free energy
266of the solution-phase cation and hydroxide, respectively, G* the
267free energy of a bare surface site, and |e|Uabs the free energy of
268an electron on an absolute potential scale.
269The free energy of the adsorbed species X*, GX*, is calculated
270as

= + −* *G E ZPVE TSX X
DFT

vib 271(5)

272where EX*
DFT is the DFT energy of the adsorbed species−surface

273state, ZPVE the zero-point vibrational energy, and TSvib the
274vibrational entropy of the surface−adsorbate bond (and of the
275bonds in the adsorbate, in the case of adsorbed hydroxide). It is
276assumed that the phonon modes of the metal electrode surface
277are not perturbed by the adsorbate. The free energy of the
278surface is therefore calculated as

* = *G E DFT
279(6)

280To calculate the free energy of the solution-phase cations

281GCaq
+ and GHaq

+ , two different methods are used. The aqueous

282potassium cation free energy, GKaq
+ , is calculated by finding the

283free energy of the cation in the gas phase, accounting for
284translational entropy, then adding on an experimentally
285measured solvation energy for the cation in a 1 M solution
286(ΔGsolv

0 )

= − + Δ+ +G E GTSK K
DFT

trans solv
0

aq g 287(7)

288The free energy of the aqueous phase proton, GHaq
+ , is

289calculated using the computational hydrogen electrode,76 as
290given by reaction 8 and eq 9

→ ++ −eH 2H 22(g) aq 291(8)

=
+

= =+G
eU G

U
2

2
0.00V @pH 0H

0 H
0 NHEaq

2

292(9)

293We find that the solvation energy method described above for

294finding the free energy of GKaq
+ and previously for finding the

295free energy of an aqueous-phase halide75 matches the approach
296of using an experimental dissolution potential to within 0.3 eV.
297A comparison for the aqueous free energy of K+ and H+

298calculated using the two methods is given in Table S2 in the
299Supporting Information.

300The free energy of the solution-phase hydroxide, GOHaq
− , is

301calculated using an approach similar to the computational
302hydrogen electrode method, using the hydrogen oxidation
303reaction and its known potential in a pH = 14 solution (−0.826
304VNHE

76). The overall reaction is

+ → +− −eH 2OH 2H O 22(g) aq 2 aq 305(10)
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306 Since the overall free energy change for this reaction is
307 known, from its equilibrium potential, and the free energies of
308 H2(g) and H2Oaq can easily be calculated, the free energy of the
309 solution-phase hydroxide anion can be found, as given by eq 11

=
− −

= −

=

−G
G eU G

U
2 2

2
0.826V @

pH 14

OH
H O 0 H

0 NHEaq

2 2

310 (11)

311 where GH2O and GH2
are the free energies of solution-phase

312 water and gas-phase hydrogen molecules, respectively. GH2O

313 and GH2
are calculated by

= − + + +G E U PVTS ZPVEH O H O
DFT

gas int2 (aq) 2 (g)314 (12)

= − + + +G E U PVTS ZPVEH H (g)
DFT

gas int2(g) 2315 (13)

316 where TSgas is the translational, rotational, and vibrational
317 entropy of the molecule; ZPVE is the zero-point vibrational
318 energy; Uint is the internal energy of the molecule; and PV is
319 the pressure−volume contribution to the gas-phase free energy.

320 GH2O(aq)
is calculated as the free energy of gas-phase water at a

321 partial pressure equal to the vapor pressure of a 300 K aqueous

322 solution (0.035 bar),76 where GH2O(aq)
= GH2O(g)

. Calculated free
323 energies can be found in the Supporting Information.
324 Finally, eqs 3 and 4 can be expanded to include corrections
325 to the free energy due to the interaction of the surface normal
326 dipole moment with the interfacial electric field, yielding eqs 14
327 and 15

μ μ
Δ = − + + | | −

− * − * −

*

*

+

+

G U G e U e U U

d
G G

( ) ( 4.6) ( )ads
C

NHE C NHE NHE pzc

C
C

aq

aq
328 (14)

μ μ
Δ = + − | | −

− * − * −

*

*

−

−

G U G eU e U U

d
G G

( ) ( )ads
OH

NHE (OH) NHE NHE pzc

(OH)
OHaq

329 (15)

330 with ((μC* − μ*)/d) the change in surface normal dipole
331 moment on adsorption divided by d, the Helmholtz thickness,
332 taken to be 3 Å.76 The adsorption free energy of the cation,

333 ΔGads
Caq
+

(UNHE), is shifted from an absolute to the normal
334 hydrogen electrode scale (NHE) using the 4.6 V difference
335 between scales observed experimentally77−79 and replicated
336 computationally.80 This correction is not needed for hydrogen
337 adsorption when using the computational hydrogen electrode
338 as it references the NHE scale.
339 In all cases the temperature is taken as 300 K and the
340 concentration of each species 1 M unless otherwise noted. All
341 entropic contributions to free energy are calculated using
342 traditional statistical mechanics relationships. Vibrational
343 energy and entropy are calculated using vibrational frequencies
344 calculated by VASP, by computing the Hessian matrix from
345 atomic displacements of 0.01 Å in each Cartesian direction.
346 To calculate equilibrium adsorption potentials, eqs 14 and 15
347 are solved for the potential, UNHE, where ΔGads = 0.
348 Surface Solvation and Adsorbed Water. Aqueous
349 electrolyte near the electrode surface has little effect on the
350 adsorption of hydrogen34,37 but can have a significant effect on
351 the adsorption of alkali cations37 and hydroxide.18,81

352To model the effect of surface solvation on potassium
353adsorption, we evaluate the Gibbs free energy change for
354adsorption of potassium at 1/9 ML on Pt(111), Pt(100), and
355Pt(110) with one, three, or six explicit water molecules placed
356near the surface−adsorbate bond. The method used here has
357been described previously.37,75 One, three, or six water
358molecules are placed near potassium on the electrode surface,
359and the structure is relaxed and the free energy calculated; the
360potassium atom is then removed, the structure relaxed again,
361and the free energy of the solvated clean surface calculated.
362While it is not guaranteed that the global minimum energy
363water structure is found, this method does not require
364knowledge of the near-surface water structure, which is long-
365range and metal surface dependent. Using a small number of
366explicit water molecules allows for solvation effects on
367adsorption free energy to be approximated without greatly
368increasing computational effort. Furthermore, while the free
369energy calculated here only includes the vibrational energy and
370entropy of the water structure, thereby neglecting configura-
371tional entropy of the dynamic water, we assume the difference
372in these properties between the initial and final states here to be
373small. The Gibbs free energy change for potassium cation
374adsorption onto the solvated electrode surface is calculated in a
375manner similar to eq 14, shown in eq 16

μ μ
Δ = − +

+ | | −
− * − −

*

*
*

+

+

G U G e U

e U U
d

G G

( ) ( 4.6)

( )

ads
C

NHE (H O) C NHE

NHE pzc
C

(H O) C

n

n

aq

2

2 aq
376(16)

377where G(H2O)nC* is the adsorbed surface state containing 1/9
378ML potassium and one, three, or six water molecules, and

379G(H2O)n* is the solvated bare surface state.
380We also model the effect of implicit solvation on the
381adsorption of potassium at 1/9 ML onto Pt(111), Pt(100), and
382Pt(110), using the implicit solvation model implemented in
383VASP by the Hennig and Arias groups.82 We use the default
384solvent parameters defined for water82 with an ENCUT = 800.
385To model the effect of adsorbed water on the adsorption of
386hydroxide on Pt(111) and Pt(100), the minimum energy
387hydroxide−water coadsorbed structure was found in the prior
388literature and replicated on a 3 × 3 surface. For Pt(111), the
389minimum energy structure is a hexagonal arrangement of 1/3
390ML OH* and 1/3 ML H2O* as determined from DFT83−86

391and UHV STM imaging, low energy electron diffraction
392(LEED), and spectroscopic techniques.87−89 The minimum
393energy water structure on Pt(111) was the 2/3 ML ice-like
394bilayer.86 For Pt(100), the minimum energy hydroxide and
395water structure is a square-like alternating arrangement of OH*
396and H2O* at 1/3 ML H2O* and 1/3 ML OH*, and the
397minimum energy water structure was 2/3 ML H2O* as
398determined by DFT.90 This coverage of OH* on Pt(100)
399compares well with that found by Goḿez et al.14 and Garcia-
400Araez et al.91 in electrochemical cyclic voltammetry in
401perchloric acid.
402For hydroxide and water adsorption on Pt(110), no known
403minimum energy structure could be found. As it is well-known
404that the minimum energy structure of adsorbed hydroxide and
405water on platinum maximizes the number of hydrogen bonds
406between OH* and H2O*,

83 two structures were considered: an
407alternating square arrangement of 1/3 ML H2O* and 1/3 ML
408OH* in a 3 × 3 unit cell and an alternating square arrangement
409of 1/2 ML H2O* and 1/2 ML OH* in a 2 × 2 unit cell. 1/2
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410 ML H2O* and 1/2 ML OH* in a 2 × 2 unit cell were found to
411 be lower in energy (per OH*).
412 The free energy to adsorb or form hydroxide in these
413 minimum energy structures (MES) of coadsorbed hydroxide
414 and water is calculated by removing half of the hydrogen atoms,
415 as protons, from an adsorbed water layer to form the
416 coadsorbed hydroxide and water layer. This hydroxide
417 formation free energy is given in eq 17.

μ μ
= + +

− * − +

*

*
*

−

−

+

G U G xeU xeU

d
G xG

( )ads,MES
OH

NHE (H O) OH NHE NHE

(OH)
(H O) H

n x x

n

2

2 aq
418 (17)

419 G(H2O)n−xOHx* is the free energy of the coadsorbed hydroxide and

420 water structure, G(H2O)n* the free energy of the adsorbed water
421 reactant structure, and x the number of protons/electrons
422 removed.
423 To further investigate the effect of coadsorbed water on
424 hydroxide adsorption, the adsorption of hydroxide on each of
425 the three facets was also investigated at low coverage (1/9 ML)
426 with 1 coadsorbed water molecule. The free energy of
427 adsorption is then calculated as given by eq 18, equivalent to
428 eq 16:

μ μ
Δ = + +

− * − −

*

*
*

−

−

G U G eU eU

d
G G

( )ads
OH

NHE (H O) OH NHE NHE

(OH)
(H O) OH

n

n

2

2 aq
429 (18)

430 eq 17 differs from eq 18 in that protons are desorbed from the
431 water structure instead of hydroxide adsorbed into the water
432 structure. Both methods are equivalent, assuming the pH used
433 is the same in each case, and only differ in the stoichiometry
434 used in the explicit solvation shell.
435 While the absolute energy and free energy change of
436 adsorption will certainly depend on the particular water
437 structure evaluated, both for water adsorbed onto and near
438 the electrode surface, we find that the trend in adsorption
439 across facets or with coadsorbed alkali cations is independent of
440 water structure and holds even when only one water molecule
441 solvates the electrode surface.
442 Images of all water and coadsorbed hydroxide and water
443 structures on each of the three facets are given in the
444 Supporting Information. A comparison of the different
445 approaches for calculating the hydroxide adsorption free energy
446 is given in the Supporting Information.
447 Quantifying Adsorbate−Adsorbate Interactions. To
448 quantify the interaction between one adsorbate and another on
449 the same surface, the free energy of “interaction” is calculated
450 using the following reaction

* + * = * + *X X (X X )1 2 1 2451 (19)

452 where X1* and X2* are independent adsorbates, and (X1X2)*
453 represents the two species adsorbed in the same surface unit
454 cell. The free energy change for this reaction is simply

Δ = + * − −− * * *G G G G GX X (X X ) X X1 2 1 2 1 2455 (20)

456 where a positive ΔGX1−X2
describes a repulsive X1−X2 adsorbate

457 interaction.
458 Computational Cyclic Voltammograms. Cyclic voltam-
459 mograms for adsorption of ionic species were modeled by
460 solving for the rate of adsorption with electron transfer as a
461 function of potential, scan rate, and species coverage under the

462assumption that adsorption is equilibrated at all potentials. This
463approach has been previously described for modeling the CV
464features associated with (bi)sulfate adsorption.74 The equili-
465brium constant for adsorption of an ionic species, X, can be
466written as

θ
θ θ

θ
=

−Δ
=

*
* *

* * *⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟K U

G U
RT a

( , ) exp
( , )

X X
X X X

X(aq) 467(21)

468where θX* is the coverage of adsorbed species X; θ* is the
469coverage of bare or unoccupied surface sites; aX(aq) is the
470activity of ionic species X in solution; R is the gas constant; T is
471the temperature; and ΔGX*(U, θ) is the Gibbs free energy of
472adsorption of species X to the electrode surface as a function of
473its coverage and the electrode potential U. The potential (U) is
474defined as a function of time, t, and scan rate, ν, from an initial
475starting potential U0

ν= +U U t0 476(22)

477Finally the voltammetric current density due to adsorption of
478species X can be written as

θ
= ×

*
*⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠j

m e
A

d
dtX

X

479(23)

480where m is the maximum coverage and A is the area of the unit
481cell. The cyclic voltammograms are each simulated at a scan
482rate of 50 mV/s and a surface atom density, considering
483transfer of one electron per surface atom, of 241 μC/cm2 for
484Pt(111),34 209 μC/cm2 for Pt(100),34 and 147 μC/cm2 for
485Pt(110).92 The reverse scan in the cyclic voltammogram is
486given by −jX*
487The Gibbs free energy of adsorption, ΔGX*, is calculated as
488described in eq 14. For the adsorption reactions which are
489explicitly coverage dependent, an approximation to the
490configurational entropy34 is added to the Gibbs free energies
491of adsorption calculated by eq 14. The configurational entropy
492is defined as

θ
θ

= −⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠S k ln

1
B

493(24)

494A linear function is fit to a plot of ΔGX* vs θX*, plugged into the
495adsorption equilibrium constant expression, eq 21, which is
496then solved with eqs 22 and 23 to simulate the cyclic
497voltammogram, in terms of jX* vs U.
498Cyclic voltammograms are simulated for both coverage-
499dependent adsorption and electrochemical “phase-change”
500reactions, which have been simplified here to be coverage
501independent. While the free energy change for the phase
502change reaction does depend on the coverage of each species
503before and after the phase change, only one coverage of each
504species is examined. In the electrochemical phase change,
505hydrogen is desorbed (adsorbed) and hydroxide adsorbed
506(desorbed). Phase change reactions are simulated for
507competitive hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption on Pt(100)
508and Pt(110). For both facets, the starting hydrogen coverage is
5091 ML, and the final hydroxide coverage is given by the
510respective minimum energy coadsorbed hydroxide and water
511structure (1/3 ML OH* on Pt(100) and 1/2 ML OH* on
512Pt(110)). This phase change reaction is given in reaction 25.

* → * − * + +

+ +

−

+

x y n y x y e

x y

(H O) H OH ( )H O ( )

( )H
n2 2

aq 513(25)
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515 The same procedure is used to calculate the Gibbs free
516 energy change for the reaction as is used in eqs 14 and 15,
517 yielding eq 26. The effect of coadsorbed potassium on the
518 phase change reaction is also considered, using eq 26, where
519 now the free energy of the adsorbed hydrogen and adsorbed
520 hydroxide states also contains coadsorbed potassium (at the
521 same coverage in both states). Dipole moment changes were
522 neglected here, as they were small in both cases, giving a change
523 in reaction free energy of less than 0.005 eV when included.

524 ■ RESULTS
525 Hydrogen Adsorption. The adsorption of hydrogen onto
526 Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) as a function of coverage was
527 modeled using DFT. Adsorption favorability is given by the

f1 528 calculated equilibrium adsorption potential in Figure 1. Since
529 hydrogen adsorption is a reduction process, adsorption is
530 favorable (the ΔG becomes negative) at any potential more
531 negative of the equilibrium adsorption potential.

532 The adsorption of hydrogen on Pt(111) is significantly
533 dependent on coverage, relative to the other low index facets,
534 with adsorption becoming less favorable as the coverage is
535 increased. This is a well-known phenomenon that has been
536 observed both experimentally by cyclic voltammetry14,29,92 and
537 temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) in ultrahigh
538 vacuum (UHV) experiments93−95 and computationally.34,95,96

539 This strong coverage dependence has been ascribed to
540 significant repulsion between the hydrogen adsorbates.14,92−94

541 The calculated slope of adsorption potential vs coverage
542 compares well with the slope of the adsorption energy vs
543 coverage calculated by Karlberg et al. with DFT (0.1534 vs
544 0.128 eV/ML).34 The slope calculated here also compares well
545 to that derived from cyclic voltammetric experiments in HClO4
546 via rigorous thermodynamic analysis by Garcia-Araez et al. and
547 Goḿez et al. (0.303,29 0.295,15 0.285,14 vs 0.267 eV/ML (our
548 slope with configurational entropy included)). The negative of
549 the intercept, which gives the ΔG of adsorption when θH* = 0,
550 matches experiment as well (−0.285 to −0.291 eV14,15,29 vs
551 −0.256 eV).

552The adsorption of hydrogen onto Pt(100) and Pt(110) is
553significantly more favorable than on Pt(111), which is to be
554expected given their lower surface atom coordination. On
555Pt(100), the intercept at zero coverage compares well to that
556found by Garcia-Araez et al. (−0.386 eV29 vs −0.404 eV), with
557our DFT results suggesting slightly stronger binding than found
558experimentally. The calculated slope of adsorption potential vs
559coverage also differs slightly (0.073 eV/ML29 vs 0.021, or 0.160
560eV/ML, with configurational entropy), with our DFT
561calculations suggesting a slightly stronger repulsion when
562configurational entropy is included than what is measured
563experimentally in an electrochemical environment. Our DFT
564results for H adsorption on Pt(100) match prior DFT work
565well; our slope is similar to that found by Karlberg et al. (0.034
566eV/ML34 vs 0.021 eV/ML). The small dependence on
567coverage suggests only weak repulsion between adsorbed
568hydrogen atoms on Pt(100). The trend in hydrogen adsorption
569favorability between Pt(111) and Pt(100) calculated here
570matches TPD data from UHV experiments, with hydrogen
571desorbing at a higher temperature, indicating stronger binding,
572and with a narrower desorption peak, indicating less repulsion
573between adsorbates on Pt(100) and 100 steps than on Pt(111)
574and 111 terraces.19−21,97 The deviation in the electrochemical
575environment may be due to the competitive or coadsorption of
576hydroxide onto the Pt(100) surface, as suggested previ-
577ously,14,17,91 but this has not been previously evaluated using
578DFT techniques. We examine this in the following sections.
579The favorability of hydrogen adsorption on Pt(110) deviates
580significantly from that measured in electrochemical experi-
581ments, where hydrogen adsorption appears to be less favorable
582and occurs at lower potentials on Pt(110) and 110 steps than
583on the other low index facets.14−17,22,29,59,92 TPD and DFT
584data suggest hydrogen adsorption favorability on Pt(110) (1 ×
5852) bridge sites, and 110 steps on Pt(553) fall intermediate to
586that of hydrogen adsorption on 100 steps and 111 terraces on
587higher-order Pt(533) and Pt(211),19−21,98 roughly matching
588what our DFT results suggest but conflicting with electro-
589chemical experimental results.
590To more easily visualize the discrepancy between DFT/UHV
591and electrochemical experiments, cyclic voltammograms are
592 f2simulated for hydrogen adsorption and are given in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Equilibrium adsorption potentials (U0, VNHE) for the
adsorption of hydrogen from a pH = 0 solution as a function of
coverage (ML) onto Pt(111) (blue square), Pt(100) (black triangle),
and Pt(110) (red diamond). Dotted lines are linear regressions of the
plotted data.

Figure 2. Simulated cyclic voltammograms for hydrogen adsorption
onto a bare surface from a pH = 0 solution onto Pt(111), Pt(100), and
Pt(110) electrode surfaces. Scan rate is 50 mV/s. It is assumed 1 ML
of hydrogen is the maximum coverage reached on each facet.
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593 Configurational entropy contributions have been added to the
594 data shown in Figure 1 to produce the cyclic voltammograms.
595 They are each simulated at a scan rate of 50 mV/s, a surface site
596 atom density of 241 μC/cm2 for Pt(111), 209 μC/cm2 for
597 Pt(100), and 147 μC/cm2 for Pt(110), and under the
598 assumption that hydrogen adsorption reaches a maximum
599 coverage of 1 monolayer (ML) on each of the three facets.
600 Following the discussion from Figure 1, the simulated cyclic
601 voltammogram for hydrogen adsorption on Pt(111) matches
602 experiment well, in terms of both the absolute location of the
603 peak and its broad shape, indicating significant repulsion
604 between adsorbed hydrogen on this surface.14,17 The shape and
605 location of the hydrogen adsorption peak on Pt(100) is close to
606 what is measured experimentally,14,17 but the simulated
607 voltammogram peak for hydrogen adsorption on Pt(110)
608 occurs at potentials significantly more positive than those
609 measured experimentally,14,17 by about 0.2 V. Both the minor
610 deviation from experiment for the hydrogen adsorption on
611 Pt(100) and the significant deviation for hydrogen adsorption
612 on Pt(110) seen in Figure 2 may be due to a variety of effects,
613 but it has been suggested previously14,17,91,99 that hydroxide
614 adsorption may occur near potentials where hydrogen
615 adsorption occurs on Pt(100) and Pt(110), resulting in a
616 coadsorption or competitive adsorption of hydrogen and
617 hydroxide at low potentials. The effect of this competitive or
618 coadsorption on cyclic voltammetry has not been examined
619 previously using ab initio methods such as DFT and is
620 considered in the next section.
621 Hydroxide and Solvated Hydroxide Adsorption. In an
622 effort to identify the discrepancy between the simulated CV in
623 Figure 2 and experiment for Pt(100) and Pt(110) electrode
624 surfaces, the adsorption of hydroxide and its coadsorption with
625 water onto Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) are considered. As
626 has been found previously,18,81 the presence of coadsorbed
627 water has a significant effect on the adsorption favorability of
628 hydroxide onto platinum. Therefore, we simulate hydroxide
629 alone at low coverage, hydroxide with one coadsorbed water
630 molecule at low coverage, and hydroxide with a coadsorbed
631 water bilayer at varying coverages.

f3 632 Figure 3 gives the favorable adsorption potential ranges for
633 hydroxide adsorption, both at low coverage (1/9 ML) and in
634 the optimal OH/H2O coadsorbed minimum energy structures
635 (MES). Images of these adsorbed structures are given in the
636 Supporting Information. Coadsorbed water reduces the
637 equilibrium adsorption potential for hydroxide on all of the
638 low index platinum facets, as hydrogen bonds with neighboring
639 water stabilize surface OH*. For comparison, the adsorption
640 potential range of 1/9 ML hydrogen is shown. The well-known
641 “double-layer” region can be seen on Pt(111) with a roughly
642 0.4 V window separating hydrogen adsorption from hydroxide
643 adsorption. Experimentally, hydroxide adsorption on Pt(111) is
644 known to begin around 0.55 VNHE with a sharp peak just below
645 0.8 VNHE in perchloric acid,14 which compares well to the
646 potential shown in Figure 3 when coadsorbed water is included.
647 Fully describing hydroxide adsorption as a function of coverage
648 requires modeling the adsorbed hydroxide−water bilayer
649 structure, which is not explicitly known for Pt(110) and has
650 only been recently evaluated for Pt(100). We find our results
651 with the adsorbed water/bilayer structure are comparable to
652 those with just one water molecule adsorbed and therefore
653 leave a more detailed analysis of particular water structures for
654 future work.

655Hydroxide adsorption can occur at low potentials on Pt(100)
656and Pt(110) within the traditional “hydrogen adsorption
657region”, as shown by the overlapping H* and OH* potential
658ranges in Figure 3. Supporting assertions by Clavilier et al.,23

659van der Niet et al.,17 Goḿez et al.,28 and Garcia-Araez et
660al.,15,22,29,91 hydroxide could coadsorb or compete with
661hydrogen adsorption on Pt(100) and Pt(110), driving
662hydrogen desorption to lower potentials on these facets than
663what is predicted by DFT for isolated hydrogen adsorption.
664Relative to Pt(111), Pt(100) and Pt(110) not only bind
665hydrogen more strongly but also bind hydroxide (and
666coadsorbed water) more strongly, matching both intuition
667and experiment, where there is no clear hydroxide adsorption
668feature at high potentials in cyclic voltammograms on Pt(100)
669and Pt(110).
670The DFT trend in hydroxide adsorption favorability with
671coadsorbed water across the low index platinum facets matches
672well with results from thermally programmed desorption
673(TPD) in UHV experiments. The adsorption of water on a
674platinum surface that has been precovered with adsorbed
675oxygen has been shown to produce mixed OH + H2O layers on
676platinum surfaces.89,100−102 The formation of these mixed,
677hydrogen-bonded adlayers drives the desorption of water to
678higher temperatures, indicating stronger binding relative to
679water adsorption on a bare surface. The temperature of the
680water desorption peak from TPD from an oxygen precovered
681surface then indicates the relative stability of the adsorbed
682hydroxide and water layer. The hydroxide and water adlayer is
683least stable on Pt(111) (200 K)89,102 and most stable on facets
684containing 100 and 110 steps, including Pt(533) (270 K)101

685and Pt(553) (235 K),100 respectively. While we match the
686trend between Pt(111) and stepped surfaces, we predict the
687opposite stability trend between 100 steps and 110 steps; this
688could be due to an interaction between step and terrace sites on
689the higher-order facets which is not captured by our single facet
690DFT slab models.
691The overlap of the hydrogen adsorption and hydroxide
692adsorption regions on Pt(100) and Pt(110) is further
693supported by prior DFT studies which evaluated the
694dissociation of water on platinum steps and terraces.18,30−32

695Fajiń et al. predicted the coadsorption energy of H and OH on

Figure 3. Favorable adsorption potentials ranges (VNHE) calculated for
hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption from a pH = 0 solution onto
Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110). Hydrogen adsorption potentials are
calculated at 1/9 ML coverage. Hydroxide adsorption potentials
shown in blue (bottom) are calculated at a coverage of 1/9 ML; those
in green (middle) are 1/9 ML OH* and solvated by a single water
molecule; and those in purple (top) are the minimum energy
hydroxide and water coadsorbed structures (MES). MES for Pt(111)
and Pt(100) are 1/3 ML OH* and 1/3 ML H2O* and for Pt(110) is
1/2 ML OH* and 1/2 ML H2O*.
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696 Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) and show that the energy to
697 coadsorb both species from water molecule dissociation, which
698 should be proportional to the width of the “double-layer”
699 region separating the adsorption of both species in a CV, is
700 positive on Pt(111) but negative on Pt(100) and Pt(110).31,103

701 This suggests that the hydrogen adsorption region and
702 hydroxide adsorption region do not overlap on Pt(111) but
703 do overlap on Pt(100) and Pt(110).31 A similar conclusion is
704 reached examining the results of Peköz et al.30 While Fajiń et al.
705 show the same trend in stability between hydroxide adsorbed
706 on Pt(100) and Pt(110) as we do here (Figure 3), they do not
707 consider the effects of coadsorbed water on the binding
708 strength of hydroxide.31

709 Cyclic voltammograms were again simulated, but now
710 including the possibility of competitive adsorption of hydrogen

f4 711 and solvated hydroxide on Pt(100) and Pt(110) (Figure 4). To

712 model competitive adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide, we
713 considered the possibility of a phase change, that is, that the
714 surface went from being predominately covered by hydrogen to
715 predominately covered by hydroxide and water (and the
716 reverse for the backward scan in the cyclic voltammogram).
717 Our DFT results suggest hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption
718 would be less competitive on Pt(100), which is supported by
719 cyclic voltammograms on Pt(100) single crystals, where the low
720 potential peak can be fairly well deconvoluted to show
721 coadsorption when the hydrogen coverage is low.14,91 However,
722 the H/OH phase change reaction represents a computationally
723 more tractable modeling choice. It allows for consistent
724 treatment of near surface water between the Pt(100) and

725Pt(110) facets, especially in the presence of coadsorbed
726potassium, which has a strong interaction with water, as
727considered in a later section. Cyclic voltammograms for the
728coadsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide on Pt(100), assuming
729no interaction between adsorbed hydrogen and hydroxide, are
730provided in the Supporting Information for comparison.
731Figure 4 illustrates the cyclic voltammograms for the phase
732change reaction for hydrogen desorption and hydroxide + water
733adsorption on Pt(100) and Pt(110) (and the reverse reaction
734for the backward scan in the cyclic voltammogram). The
735competitive adsorption of hydroxide shifts the low potential
736peak on Pt(110) to lower potentials, by ∼0.12 V, and the peak
737on Pt(100) by ∼0.01 V, relative to isolated hydrogen
738adsorption/desorption (relative to Figure 2). The order of
739the low potential peaks for adsorption on Pt(100) and Pt(110)
740now matches that given by experimentally measured CVs in 0.1
741M perchloric acid. The peak corresponding to adsorption on
742Pt(110) is ∼0.13 V below the Pt(100) peak (∼0.15 V,4 0.13
743V17). Furthermore, we also capture the absolute location of the
744peaks very well compared to experimental CVs in perchloric
745acid. We predict the peak on Pt(110) to be ∼0.07 V more
746positive than what is measured experimentally on (110)
747steps4,17 and within the center of the broader peak measured
748on low index Pt(110).14,29 We predict the peak on Pt(100) to
749be ∼0.05 V more positive than what is measured experimentally
750on (100) steps4,17 and ∼0.05 V more negative than on low
751index Pt(100).14,29 The magnitude and narrow width of these
752competitive adsorption peaks also match experiment much
753better than for isolated hydrogen adsorption.14,17 The
754competitive adsorption exchange yields 1.5 electrons per
755surface atom for Pt(110) and 1.33 electrons per surface atom
756for Pt(100). The background of Figure 4 shows experimentally
757measured CVs on single-crystal Pt(111), Pt(110), and Pt(100)
758electrodes measured in 0.1 M perchloric acid, adapted from N.
759Garcia-Araez.29 This lends great support to the conclusion that
760the low potential peaks measured in cyclic voltammetry on
761Pt(100), Pt(110), and higher-order facets which contain 100
762and 110 steps represent the desorption (adsorption) of
763hydrogen and the adsorption (desorption) of hydroxide, as
764proposed previously by others.14,23,28,99 The texture seen in the
765experimentally measured CVs may be due to the coverage
766dependence of hydrogen adsorption, hydroxide adsorption, and
767their competitive adsorption (which is neglected in the
768simulated CVs shown in Figure 4) on extended Pt(100) and
769Pt(110) surfaces,29 as these features are absent in higher-order
770single-crystal CVs which contain 100 and 110 steps.17 For
771comparison, Figure 4 also contains the simulated hydrogen
772adsorption CV for adsorption onto Pt(111) as given in Figure 2
773as well as the simulated CV for hydroxide adsorption onto
774Pt(111), which has been presented previously by Rossmeisl et
775al. and whose methods we use here to describe hydroxide
776adsorption on Pt(111).104 The Pt(111) CV is reasonably
777captured without considering H/OH exchange due to the ∼0.4
778V separation between these processes.
779With it established that the low potential peaks measured in
780cyclic voltammetry on Pt(100), Pt(110), stepped, and
781polycrystalline platinum are due to the co- or competitive
782adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide, we can investigate the
783mechanism of how pH effects the location of these peaks. As
784the pH is increased, the electrochemical window in an aqueous
785solution is driven to more negative potentials on an absolute
786scale, making the specific adsorption of a cation in the H*
787potential range more favorable. We next consider the specific

Figure 4. Simulated cyclic voltammograms for hydrogen and
hydroxide adsorption from a pH = 0 solution onto Pt(111),
Pt(100), and Pt(110) electrode surfaces. Adsorption/desorption on
Pt(100) and Pt(110) is taken to occur through a H/OH surface phase
change process. Scan rate is 50 mV/s. One ML of hydrogen is the
assumed maximum coverage reached on each facet. The hydroxide
coverage is that of the minimum energy OH* + H2O* structure and is
1/3 ML OH* and 1/3 ML H2O* on Pt(111) and Pt(100) and is 1/2
ML OH* and 1/2 ML H2O* on Pt(110). The background data (faint
lines) are experimentally measured cyclic voltammograms in 0.1 M
HClO4 at 50 mV/s on single-crystal electrodes adapted from N.
Garcia-Araez.29 The texture seen in the experimentally measured cyclic
voltammograms would be better captured if the coverage dependence
of hydrogen adsorption, hydroxide adsorption, and hydrogen and
hydroxide coadsorption was considered.
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788 adsorption of a potassium cation and its effects, once
789 specifically adsorbed, on hydrogen adsorption and hydroxide
790 adsorption.
791 Potassium Cation Adsorption. Variations in pH could
792 affect the specific adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide/water
793 via a few different, but related, mechanisms. Increasing pH
794 causes a negative shift in the absolute potential at which
795 hydrogen and hydroxide adsorb since their concentrations, and
796 therefore their activity, change with pH. This change will not
797 alter the H/OH adsorption potentials on a relative hydrogen
798 electrode scale. The change in absolute potential could alter the
799 interfacial water structure at the electrode surface, change the
800 electric field or ion distribution near the electrode surface, and
801 increase the favorability to adsorb cations other than protons
802 that are present in the electrolyte solution.
803 The absolute potential affects the structure and dynamics of
804 water near the electrode surface;105−107 however, the presence
805 of water near the electrode surface has a negligible effect on
806 hydrogen adsorption.34,81 The change in electric field near the
807 surface, beyond changing the water structure, would affect the
808 binding of adsorbates which generate a strong surface normal
809 dipole moment. The changes in dipole moment on the
810 adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide, however, are small
811 (Table S3 in Supporting Information). This leaves the
812 interaction with cations other than protons as an important
813 part of the mechanism for how increasing pH can shift the
814 adsorption favorability of hydrogen and hydroxide. The
815 favorability to specifically adsorb K+ was investigated, as well
816 as the effects of K* on the binding of hydrogen and hydroxide.

f5 817 Figure 5 gives the equilibrium adsorption potentials
818 calculated for adsorption of K+ from a 1 M electrolyte solution

819 to Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) as a function of K* coverage.
820 The adsorption potentials shown in Figure 5 do not include the
821 effects of electrolyte near the electrode surface, which would act
822 to stabilize the partially charged K* state, which generates a
823 relatively significant surface normal dipole moment upon
824 adsorption. The charge on potassium, calculated by a Bader
825 charge analysis, and the surface normal dipole moments are
826 tabulated as a function of K* coverage for adsorption onto each

827of the three facets in Table S4 and S5 in the Supporting
828Information. Effects of surface solvation are discussed shortly.
829Adsorption of K* is favorable within the electrochemical
830window of water in an alkaline electrolyte (lower limit −0.826
831VNHE for HER/HOR at pH = 14) up to a coverage of 1/4 ML
832on all three of the low index facets of platinum. Therefore, we
833expect low coverage K* specific adsorption to be competitive
834with hydrogen adsorption at low potentials on Pt(111),
835Pt(100), and Pt(110) in an alkaline electrolyte. Solvation by
836water near the electrode surface would drive adsorption to
837higher coverages within this window. This would also make K*
838specific adsorption competitive with hydrogen adsorption in
839lower pH electrolytes. Figure 5 also shows that the adsorption
840of K+ onto all three low index Pt facets is strongly coverage
841dependent, and as such, we would not expect the coverage of
842K* to exceed 1/3 ML on Pt(111) or 1/2 ML on Pt(100) and
843Pt(110). Given the size of the potassium cation and the small
844positive charge it retains on adsorption (Table S5), this strong
845dependence on coverage is primarily due to electrostatic
846repulsion at low coverages and a combination of electrostatic
847repulsion and steric hindrance at high coverages.
848To examine the effects of electrolyte near the electrode
849surface on the adsorption of K+, the favorability of K+

850adsorption at 1/9 ML on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) was
851examined in the presence of one, three, and six explicit water
852molecules placed near the surface adsorbate and with an
853implicit solvation model implemented in VASP.82 Our group
854previously concluded, for the Pt(111) surface, that the
855adsorption favorability of alkali cations is roughly converged
856with six explicit water molecules.37 These adsorption potentials
857are plotted in Figures S6, S7, and S8 in the Supporting
858Information. The effect of including explicit water molecules on
859all of the three facets is to make adsorption more favorable by
860∼0.6−0.8 eV. Implicit solvation shows a similar effect. Water
861near the electrode surface can stabilize the charge retained on
862potassium after its specific adsorption, making adsorption more
863favorable.
864Potassium cations can specifically adsorb to Pt(111),
865Pt(100), and Pt(110) in the H* potential region in alkaline
866electrolytes and could affect the adsorption of hydrogen or
867hydroxide. With the effects of surface solvation approximated,
868they may specifically adsorb at low coverage in lower pH
869electrolytes as well, even including in a pH = 0 electrolyte. We
870next examine if alkali cation specific adsorption can cause the
871experimentally observed shifts in the H/OH exchange
872potentials with pH on Pt(110) and Pt(100) by examining K/
873H and K/OH coadsorption.
874 f6Hydrogen and Potassium Coadsorption. Figure 6
875shows the calculated hydrogen adsorption potential at 1 ML
876coverage on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) as a function of
877coadsorbed potassium coverage, from θK* = 0 to 0.25 ML. The
878interaction between K* and H* is slightly repulsive at all
879coverages investigated on each of the three facets. This makes
880hydrogen adsorption less favorable, driving its equilibrium
881adsorption potential lower. This repulsive interaction is
882strongest on Pt(111) and Pt(100), but the overall magnitude
883of the interaction is weak, never exceeding 0.15 eV. The effect is
884almost negligible on Pt(110). Further examination of this
885interaction, including the free energy of interaction between
886adsorbed hydrogen and adsorbed potassium (Table S9) and the
887change in the charge of adsorbed hydrogen in the presence of
888specifically adsorbed potassium (Table S10), is given in the
889Supporting Information.

Figure 5. Equilibrium adsorption potential (VNHE) calculated for K+

adsorption from a 1 M solution onto Pt(111) (blue diamonds),
Pt(100) (green triangles), and Pt(110) (red squares) as a function of
potassium coverage (ML). Equilibrium adsorption potentials neglect
solvation stabilization of K* at the Pt surface, which would shift K*
adsorption to more positive potentials.
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890 Given that the interaction between adsorbed hydrogen and
891 adsorbed potassium is almost negligible on Pt(110) and that
892 the interaction is repulsive on Pt(100), this interaction cannot
893 explain the experimentally measured shift of the Pt(100) and
894 Pt(110) low potential CV peaks to higher potential with
895 increasing pH. The presence of coadsorbed potassium, favored
896 by higher pH, weakens hydrogen binding, whereas exper-
897 imentally, the adsorption peak shifts to higher potentials,
898 suggesting stronger hydrogen binding as pH is increased.4,17

899 This leads us to consider the effect of specifically adsorbed
900 potassium on hydroxide adsorption to explain these exper-
901 imentally measured effects, as we showed that these low
902 potential peaks on Pt(110) and Pt(100) are actually due to the
903 competitive adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide (Figure 4).
904 Hydroxide−Water−Potassium Coadsorption. We es-
905 tablished in the section entitled “Hydrogen and hydroxide and
906 water co-adsorption” that the low potential adsorption peaks
907 measured in cyclic voltammetry on Pt(100) and
908 Pt(110)4,14,15,17 are the competitive or coadsorption of
909 hydrogen and hydroxide (Figure 4). Experimentally, these
910 peaks shift to higher potentials with increasing pH.4,17 The
911 previous section showed that this shift cannot be explained by
912 the interaction of specifically adsorbed potassium and
913 specifically adsorbed hydrogen (Figure 6). We therefore
914 consider that specifically adsorbed potassium may affect the
915 adsorption of hydroxide and water. Given that potassium tends
916 to retain some of its charge on adsorption (Tables S4 and S5),
917 it seems logical that the interaction between K* and OH* +
918 H2O* could be significant, at least more so than the interaction
919 with nonpolar H*.
920 To examine the interaction between K* and OH* + H2O*,
921 the hydroxide adsorption potential was calculated for K* and
922 OH* coadsorption in three structures: (1) OH* at 1/9 ML
923 next to 1/9 ML K* on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110), (2) the
924 adsorption of OH* at 1/9 ML next to 1/9 ML K* and 1/9 ML
925 H2O* on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110), and (3) the
926 adsorption of OH* in the minimum energy OH + H2O
927 structure next to K* [at 1/9 ML K*, 1/3 ML OH*, and 1/3
928 ML H2O* on Pt(111) and Pt(100), and K* at 1/4 ML, OH 1/
929 2 ML, and H2O 1/2 ML on Pt(110)]. The adsorption

f7 930 potentials calculated with water included are given in Figure 7.
931 Without water included (K* 1/9 ML, OH* 1/9 ML), the

932interaction was found to be significantly attractive, counter to
933what was found for all of the structures that include coadsorbed
934water; these results are given separately in the Supporting
935Information (Table S11).
936Specifically adsorbed K* drives the adsorption of OH* with
937coadsorbed H2O* to more positive potentials, making surface
938hydroxide formation less stable. This effect matches the
939experimentally measured trend in cyclic voltammetry; as the
940pH is increased and potassium adsorption made more
941favorable, the low potential peaks on Pt(100) and Pt(110)
942shift to more positive potentials. There is no effect on the broad
943Pt(111) low potential peak because OH* adsorption occurs at
944potentials significantly more positive than this H* adsorption/
945desorption peak. To better compare with experiment, cyclic
946voltammograms are again simulated for the phase change
947reaction, but now with and without the presence of specifically
948adsorbed potassium.
949 f8Figure 8 plots the cyclic voltammogram simulated at 50 mV/
950s and 300 K for the phase change reactions on Pt(100) and
951Pt(110) in the presence of specifically adsorbed potassium. As
952potassium specific adsorption becomes more favorable as pH is
953increased, the simulated voltammograms with coadsorbed K*
954represent the expected CVs in an alkaline electrolyte. These
955CVs compare very well with those experimentally measured in
9560.1 M KOH.4,99,108,109 While we predict the competitive
957adsorption of hydrogen and hydroxide in an alkaline solution
958on Pt(110) at a slightly higher potential, 0.35 VRHE, than what
959is measured experimentally, 0.28 VRHE,

4 we predict the location
960of the competitive adsorption peak on Pt(100) very well, 0.41
961vs ∼0.4 VRHE measured experimentally.4 More importantly, we
962capture the shift with pH very well between CVs measured in
9630.1 M HClO4 and 0.1 M KOH; for Pt(110) we calculate a shift
964of 0.155 VRHE compared to ∼0.15 VRHE;

4 for Pt(100) our
965calculated shift of 0.09 is a little less than what is measured
966experimentally, ∼0.13 VRHE.

4 The presence of specifically
967adsorbed K* at high pH weakens the binding of solvated

Figure 6. Equilibrium adsorption potential (VNHE) calculated for
adsorption of 1 ML of hydrogen from a pH = 0 solution next to
specifically adsorbed potassium (K*) on Pt(111) (blue diamonds),
Pt(100) (green triangles), and Pt(110) (red squares) as a function of
adsorbed potassium coverage (ML).

Figure 7. Equilibrium adsorption potentials (VNHE) calculated for
hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption from a pH = 0 solution onto
Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110). Hydrogen adsorption potentials are
calculated at 1/9 ML coverage (left-hand axis). Hydroxide adsorption
potentials in purple (top bar) and green (3rd from top bar) are the
same as in Figure 3. Hydroxide adsorption potentials in light purple
(2nd bar from top) are calculated using the minimum energy
hydroxide and water structures (MES) but with coadsorbed potassium
at 1/9 ML on Pt(111) and Pt(100) and at 1/4 ML on Pt(110).
Hydroxide adsorption potentials given by the light green bar (bottom)
are calculated with 1/9 ML OH*, 1/9 ML H2O*, and 1/9 ML K*.
The equilibrium adsorption potential is given by the right most edge of
the bar (hydrogen adsorption, white bar, left-hand axis) or by the left
most edge (hydroxide adsorption).
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968 hydroxide and therefore shifts the H*/OH* replacement/phase
969 change potential to more positive values.

f9 970 Figure 9 plots the formation potential for surface hydroxide
971 as a function of potassium coverage, illustrating that as the K*

972 coverage is increased the favorability to adsorb hydroxide
973 progressively decreases. This results in the hydroxide
974 equilibrium adsorption potential rising to more positive
975 potentials at higher K* coverages. This trend matches very
976 well with the results by Sheng et al.4 and van der Niet et al.,17

977 which show that as the pH increases the “hydrogen binding
978 energy”, which we have now concluded is actually a H*/OH*
979 replacement reaction energy, increases as well, with a slope of
980 about −10 mVRHE/pH unit. As the pH of the electrolyte is
981 increased, the favorability to adsorb potassium increases,
982 increasing the potassium coverage on the surface, making
983 hydroxide adsorption less favorable, causing the 110 and 100
984 CV peaks measured at low potentials to shift to more positive
985 potentials. It is difficult to compare our slope of hydroxide

986adsorption potential versus K* coverage directly to experiment,
987as that requires a precise evaluation of K* adsorption energy vs
988coverage which is too dependent on the imprecision of using
989static H2O molecules to solvate K* in DFT calculations.
990The conclusion that K* coadsorption weakens hydroxide
991adsorption in the solvated environment is counterintuitive,
992given the expected attraction between K* and OH*. To better
993understand why K* reduces the favorability to form
994OH*H2O*, the surface Pt−O bond lengths, the OH*H2O*
995hydrogen bond lengths, and the charge on molecular OH* and
996H2O* are evaluated as a function of potassium coverage for
997adsorption onto the Pt(110) surface. As the potassium coverage
998is increased, the Pt−O bond length in the 1/2 ML OH* 1/2
999 f10ML H2O* structure increases significantly, as given in Figure
1000 f1010. This is consistent with the weakening of the Pt−O bond,

1001for oxygen in both adsorbed hydroxide and adsorbed water, as
1002the potassium coverage is increased. This weakening contrib-
1003utes to the decrease in favorability to adsorb hydroxide as the
1004potassium coverage is increased.
1005 f11A more complex interaction is seen in Figure 11, which plots
1006the OH*−H2O* (with hydroxide as the hydrogen bond donor)
1007hydrogen bond length and the H2O*−OH* (with hydroxide as

Figure 8. Simulated cyclic voltammograms for hydrogen and hydroxide adsorption from a pH = 0 solution via a phase change reaction onto (a)
Pt(110) and (b) Pt(100) electrode surfaces in the absence (dotted lines) and presence (solid lines) of specifically adsorbed potassium. Scan rate is
50 mV/s. The hydroxide coverage is of the minimum energy OH* + H2O* structure and is 1/3 ML OH* and 1/3 ML H2O* on Pt(100) and is 1/2
ML OH* and 1/2 ML H2O* on Pt(110). Hydrogen coverage is 1 ML on all three facets. K* coverage is 1/9 ML on Pt(100) and 1/4 ML on
Pt(110). The absence of specifically adsorbed potassium represents the conditions expected in acid electrolytes, and the presence of specifically
adsorbed potassium represents the conditions expected in basic electrolytes, with the coverage of K* varying with pH.

Figure 9. Equilibrium formation potential for hydroxide in its
minimum energy structure with coadsorbed water from adsorbed
water on Pt(110) for formation next to specifically adsorbed potassium
as a function of potassium coverage (ML). The solid line is a linear
regression, intended only as a guide to the general trend.

Figure 10. Pt−O bond length (Å) for adsorbed hydroxide and
adsorbed water as a function of K* coverage (ML).
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1008 the hydrogen bond acceptor) hydrogen bond length as a
1009 function of potassium coverage. The “hydroxide as donor”
1010 hydrogen bond length between adsorbed hydroxide and
1011 adsorbed water decreases with increasing potassium coverage,
1012 while the hydrogen bond length with hydroxide as the acceptor
1013 increases with increasing potassium coverage. The magnitude of
1014 the change with potassium coverage is larger for hydroxide as
1015 the donor, given by the larger slope in Figure 11. As the
1016 potassium coverage is increased, bonding to the surface through
1017 oxygen seems to weaken, while hydrogen bonding between
1018 adsorbed hydroxide and adsorbed water strengthens, with the
1019 net effect of the structure becoming less stable, as indicated by
1020 the more positive hydroxide adsorption potentials with
1021 increasing potassium coverage.
1022 Finally, the charge on the adsorbed OH* and H2O*
1023 molecules can be evaluated as a function of K* coverage on

f12 1024 Pt(110). Figure 12 shows the charge on adsorbed OH* and the

1025 charge on H2O*, calculated via a Bader charge analysis,71−73 vs
1026 K* coverage. As the coverage of K* is increased, both OH* and
1027 H2O* take on more negative charge. This is expected as K*
1028 retains some positive charge on adsorption, allowing for a
1029 stabilization of more negative charge above the surface as the
1030 coverage of K* is increased.
1031 Though the bond lengths and change in charges show a
1032 complex set of interactions, the presence of increasing amounts
1033 of K* on the Pt(110) surface drives solvated OH(aq)

−

1034 adsorption to be less favorable. Increasing coverage of K*
1035 produces a greater negative charge, primarily on the oxygen of
1036 OH*, lengthens the Pt−O bond to both OH* and H2O*, and

1037causes a restructuring of the OH* H2O* hydrogen bonding
1038network.
1039While the absolute potentials calculated here do depend on
1040the particular coadsorbed hydroxide and water structures that
1041we have used, the qualitative results are consistent across the
1042multiple structures and the Pt(110) and (100) surfaces
1043considered. Hydroxide adsorption occurs well into the
1044hydrogen adsorption region on Pt(100) and Pt(110), and the
1045presence of specifically adsorbed potassium weakens hydroxide
1046binding, as supported by the calculations with one coadsorbed
1047water molecule at a low hydroxide coverage (Figure 7).
1048Nonspecifically adsorbed K+ ions in the surface region may
1049cause similar effects, though we have not examined this with
1050DFT as our calculations indicate specific adsorption of
1051potassium will occur.

1052■ CONCLUSIONS

1053The presence of reactant and spectator ions, atoms, and
1054molecules near or adsorbed onto the electrode surface can have
1055a complex effect on the rates and mechanisms of electro-
1056catalytic reactions. Density functional theory was used to show
1057that the sharp, low potential peaks in current measured
1058experimentally by cyclic voltammetry on Pt(100), Pt(110), and
1059higher-order stepped and polycrystalline platinum are the
1060coadsorption or competitive adsorption of hydrogen and
1061hydroxide. The experimentally measured variation of these
1062peak positions with pH is due to specifically adsorbed alkali
1063metal cations. The presence of specifically adsorbed potassium
1064does not significantly impact H* adsorption but weakens the
1065binding of hydroxide on the electrode surface. Less stable OH*
1066drives the Pt(110) and (100) peaks to higher potentials on a
1067relative hydrogen electrode scale as the pH is increased, as
1068observed experimentally. These conclusions could have a
1069significant impact on the electrocatalytic properties of platinum
1070electrodes, especially for reactions which involve specifically
1071adsorbed hydroxide. This DFT work lends significant support
1072to the idea that hydroxide can be present on 100, 110, and
1073stepped platinum surfaces at much lower potentials than on
1074Pt(111). This work also illustrates the importance of alkali
1075cation specific adsorption in effecting the adsorption of
1076hydroxide. The shift in favorability of hydroxide adsorption
1077with pH, which we show is due to the presence of specifically
1078adsorbed potassium, correlates with a 2 orders of magnitude
1079change in the rate of hydrogen oxidation/evolution4 from acid
1080to basic electrolytes. Understanding alkali cation effects on
1081adsorbed reaction intermediates is therefore technologically
1082significant.
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